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Intro to judiciary 
 

ADJR acts are used by the federal courts and common law will be used by state supreme court 

The tribunal can look at a dispute on the merits because the legislature gives them the power to and 

courts cannot because they do not been delegated this power.  Tribunals are under the executive. In 

order for the tribunal to have power, there must be a specific section of the legislature that gives 

them power, hence the legislature will also usually allow them to make merits review.  

For example, if a person is denied a licence and goes to a tribunal and wins the dispute, the tribunal 

will grant him the licence. Where does the power to grant licences come from? the legislature. If a 

legislature says a dispute under that legislature is to be taken to a tribunal, that tribunal can exercise 

the same power as the original decision maker. "Any dispute raised under this act may be taken to 

____tribunal" look for this legislature to find jurisdiction.  If a tribunal is allowed to review a dispute, 

they are allowed to exercise the same power as the original decision maker.  

 Hence if under judicial review this dispute was reviewed, the most that would happen is the same 

licence process would just be repeated but lawfully this time round.  

 

All the supreme courts in the state have inherent powers to perform judicial review. Although now it 

is covered by legislation 

High court is granted judicial review powers in s 75(5) of the constitution  

Federal court gets its power adjr act s8 but only covers federal court and federal circuit court 

judiciary act covers all federal courts s39(b) this is exactly the same as 75(5) of the constitution 

Why is it important to have the same words? To take the pressure off the high court. 

Under ADJR act: There needs to be a decision of an administrative nature made under an 

enactment.  ( review of statuary decision). 

75(5) and 39(b) is not focused just the on statutory decisions but also on an officer of the 

commonwealth.  

Who is an officer of the commonwealth? Crown and Murray (1916): an officer of the commonwealth 

is someone who held some kind of office under the commonwealth and paid a salary. But this is a lot 

less relevant now because a lot of work is now done by contractors. Prima facie their work is exempt 

from judicial review under 75(5) and 39(b). 

M61 (2011) WIZARD PEOPLE employed by the government to determine if a person was a refugee, 

they were given guidelines which had errors, inc one that told them to ignore case law.  The minister 

provided the guidelines and any mistakes meant the minister was directly liable.  
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Datafin: Courts can judicially review bodies if they government (cannot be followed at the federal 

level because not officer of commonwealth and also it is unlikely that the same set of facts will occur 

again) 

-Elements applicant needs to obtain for remedy: Ground of review under s5 6 or 7 under ADJR act    

-If one of those sections have breached, go down to section 16 to find a remedy.  

-Remedies apply retrospectively s16(1)(a) adjr 

 Right of reason: Osmund case: reasons are a blunt tool allows you to get reasons for all decisions 

and can be in any detail. Especially when it is covered by a statuary tool (s13 adjr) 

Remedies are discretionary by the court(they can choose to withhold the remedy) court doesn't 

have to grant you a remedy s10 (2) adjr 

Scope of Judicial Review 
Merits/Legality distinction Justice Brennan 1990 Attorney General and Quin: Duty and jurisdiction 

of the court to review administrative action do not go beyond the declaration and enforcing of the 

law which determines the limit and governs the exercise of the repository's power. If in so doing the 

court avoids administrative injustice or error then so be it but the court has no jurisdiction to cure, 

administrative injustice or error. The merits of administrative action to the extent they can be 

distinguished from legality are for the repository of the relevant power and subject to political 

control for the repository alone. 

Associated Provincial Pictures Houses Ltd v Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 KB 223- Wednesbury 

unreasonableness ground of review: Decision maker made an unreasonable decision that no 

reasonable decision maker would have made it. "No child under the age of 15 years is allowed on a 

Sunday" court did not have the power to intervene to this change. Where the legislature has given a 

broad power to local authority then the local authority has that power and not the court (separation 

of powers) unless the local authority has somehow lost their mind.   

Attorney General v Quin (1990): A new government can change the old policies and u can't prevent 

it. Justice Brennan: Separation of powers, courts cant intervene for some better outcome. CJ Mason 

Can't expect a government to fulfil their promises in the way these magistrates are alleging the 

government needs to be free to break its promises in some circumstances. Why? because the new 

government is not bound by the promises of the old government. So as circumstances change in 

NSW, the government can respond to it without having their policy making be tied up by past 

promises.  

Chief Constable of the North Wales Police v Evans [1982] 1 WLR 1155-how many dogs is too many 

dogs. Why constable Evans was asked to leave.  Main problem with Evans: had too many dogs.  He 

lived with hippies and married an older woman.  "Constable Evans was denied procedural fairness, 

however the courts said that they are not here to make sure a fair and reasonable decision has been 

reached, only if someone has stepped past their legal bounds.  Constable Evans also didn't get the 

remedy he wanted; because mendaneus in an employment situation is improper. Because the 



relationships already broken down it is stupid to get them back together. Instead he was given some 

money. This case is about a court not wanting to decide the rightness or wrongness of a decision.  

Green v Daniels (1977) 13 ALR 1- She won but got no money.  You can't have a policy to undo the 

benefits of the legislation, cannot overrule legislation.  Declarations were made to peacefully advise 

decision makers how to remake the decision  

 

Purpose of judiciary review courts is one of preventing excessive legal power. Making sure the 

decision maker is performing his/her job.  

Constitutional sources of judicial review 

NH and the DPP 2016 Some courts have inherent powers to prevent abuse and to give an injunction 

High court source of power: Constitution - 2 types of power: Original Jurisdiction (s75(5)), Appellate 

jurisdiction  

Federal Court Judiciary Act s39A and s39B  

Privative clauses: aim to keep courts out; limited to state and common law courts. The remedies are 

entrenched in s75(5) constitution and cannot be removed by statute (Plaintiff s157). s75(5) doesn’t 

apply in state level but s73 does, the high court used this to make sure the Privative clauses do not 

prevent the state supreme courts from doing their job. 

Kirk Case- Jurisdictional error, no detail was given regarding what he was meant to be defending. 

Privative clause: if the industrial court makes a decision, a state supreme court cannot review it. 

Cerciary remedy to quash excess of power, can be contracted or expanded by the legislature (elastic 

operation) s69(4) of the supreme court act but legislation usually acts to restrict cerciary.  

it is perfectly alright for the legislature to say they do not want the court to be involved in this area, 

but the court can also say that they can be involved because they have jurisdiction. Constitutional 

issues regarding the privative clause. To what extent can lower courts be immune from the review of 

higher courts? 

Not just a question of looking at the statute and looking at the sections and weight them against 

each other, this has constitutional elements.  

Kirk referencing Plaintiff S157[95]: first the jurisdiction to grant relief under s75(5) cannot be 

removed by law made by the parliaments. Specifically the jurisdiction to grant 75(5) relief where 

there has been jurisdictional error by an officer of the commonwealth cannot be removed.  

The judicial power of the commonwealth cannot be exercised otherwise and in accordance with 

chapter 3 parliament cannot confer on a non-judicial body the power to conclusively determine the 

limits of its own jurisdiction. Meaning the industrial court able to decide what it has done is legally 

valid and have that as a final decision, there needs to be supervisory jurisdiction.  

[97] At federation each of the supreme courts has power to grant cerciary and also s73 references 

supreme court of state. Accepted doctrine each supreme court can grant cerciary for jurisdictional 


